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1 • Introduction. The effect of the play-the-winner (PW) sampling rule 
when used with different termination rules for selecting the best of k· 
independent binomial populations has already been considered for k = 2 
in [5] and [6]. The best population is defined to be the one with the 
highest probability p of success on a single. trial. In this paper we 
consider k ~ 3 and consider a cyclic variation of the play-the-winner (PWC) 
sampling rule when the termination rule is "inverse sampling." In other 
words for k = 3 we sample (say) population A until we observe a failure, 
then switch to {say) B and keep on with B until its first _failure, and 
then switch to C and observe C until its first failure; the cycle then 
gets repeated and when one of the players g·ets r successes we stop and 
select it as best. At the outset we use randomization, i.e., we order 
{for sampling) the 3 populations giving probability 1/6 to each possible 
ordering. 
As in [5] and [6], we specify constants * * P and A with 
I 
1 * * k < P < 1 and O < A < 1 and require a procedure R for which the 
probability of a correct selection (cs) satisfies 
* * (1.1) P{CS} ~ P whenever A ~ A ; 
here A denotes the true difference between the largest and second largest 
p-value. 
The PW sampling rule was first suggested by Robbins and studied in 
connection with the 2-arm bandit problem by several authors (see the refer~nces 
in [ 5]). We shall also be interested in the vector-at-a-time (VT) sampling 
rule which was extensively employed in sequential ranking problems in [1]. 
Here we take k observations at each stage, one from each population, and 
refer to these k-tuples as vectors. Then the total number of trials 
{or observations) at termination must be k times the number of vectors 
- 1 -
observed. We denote the inverse sampling procedure that uses PWC sampling 
by ~ and the one that uses VT sampling by Ri as in [6]. 
It is shown that for large values of r the procedure ¾ with the 
PW sampling rule is uniformly preferable ·to the pro.cedure R' I with the 
VT sampling rule in the sense that (with 1 r chosen to satisfy (1.1) 
in both) the former requires a smaller expected total number of ob-
servations E {N} for all parameter: points ·w·ith I::,. > O. An expected 
loss (or risk) function is defined for any _procedure R by 
k . 
( 1.2) E{LIR} = ~ (p1-P·) E(NilR}, 
i=l 1 . 
where p1 is the largest of the pi and Ni is the number of observa-
tions from the population with success parameter pi. Using (1.2) to 
compare procedures rather than E{N}, the procedure ~ is again 
uniformly ~referable to procedure a.;_ for larg~ values of r. The 
value of r above which these results hold is estimated, but no bound 
on the accuracy of this estimate is given. 
2. The Procedure R1 : Exact Results. 
Under inverse sampling we stop as soon as one population has r 
successes and select it- as best; the integer r > 0 is p_redetermined so 
that (1.1) is satisfied. We wish to·find the probability of a correct 
selection P {CS I~} under the procedure RI,· w~ich uses PW sampling 
Let A1 denote the best population, -A2 ~he one following A1 
the initial randomization, etc~ ·(continuing in cyclic qrder) and let 
s(A.) = S. denote the current number of successes for A., so that 
1 1 1 
in 
r - Si = Ti is the_ number of success.es Ai needs to be selected as best. 
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Let T = (T1, T2 , ••• , Tk). We define probabiiities u1(!!Y = u1(n,_,~, ••• , II\c) J 
for i =.1, 2, ... , k ·by 
2 ~ 
i I 
I I 
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I 
I 
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(2.1) U.(m) = P{cslT = m and the next observation is on A.} 
1- - - 1 
and use p. to denote the single-trial probability of success for population 
1 
A. (i = 1, 2, ••• , k). From the PWC sampling rule we obtain the ·k 
1. 
recursions (.i = 1, 2, ••. , k) 
(2.2) 
where Uk+l = u1 and boundary conditions are given by 
= 1 for j -/: 1 
(2.3) 
To find a solution of (2.2) satisfying (2.3) we use generating functions 
(2.4) 
It is 
(2.5) 
... 
(2 .6) 
00 
V. = E • • • 
1. 
n,_=l 
qk, we obtain 
p1x1 k (x.(1-p.x.)) V=--Tr J JJ. 
1 D . 2 1-x. J= J 
... xll\c k 
V = plxl G~ (x~qj)] \j-1 (l-paxa) 
i D . 2 1 x . 2 q,v J= J or- 1,,,11; 
(i = 1, 2, ... , k). 
for i = 2, ••• , k 
(i = 2, 3, •.. , k); 
in this paper products with no factors are taken equal to one. Since we use 
randomization with equal probabilities 
it follows that 
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1 k for each population at the outset, 
(2.7) 
i.e., 
and 
1 k . p{cs\R11 = i:' I! u.(.:) . K • 1 1. 
1.= 
r r the coefficient of x 1x2 ••• 
r is chosen to satisfy (1.1). 
. , 
r 1 k 
x.. iQ. -k I! V • , 
lC i=l 1. 
where r = (r, r, ..• , r) 
To get an explicit expression for (2.7) we use the expansion of 1/D 
given by 
(2.8) 
(q q ···q )1 co co 
kl2 k .= I! t··· 
[ Tr ( l-p. x . ) ] i+ 1 a=O 13=0 
j=l J J 
Using the well-known identity for the incomplete beta function (see e.g. [5]) 
(2.9) s-1 r . ) . co r . ) . r ~ r+J J ( ) s ~ s+J J q L, r ., p = I r, s = p ~ rs j? q j=O r J• q j=r . 
i 
~ 
J 
I 
i... 
J 
(where the first equality holds for any real r > 0 and the second for·any : 1 
real s > 0), we find from (2.6) and (2.8) that the coefficient of 
{x1x2 ••• xk)r in v1 is 
(2.10) 
I 
I 
..J 
u 
where I (o," r) = 1 = 1-1 (r, 0) for r > 0. From V with a ~ 2- we obtain . i q P a ~ 
(2 .11) r co i+r-1 i[a-l ~ [ k U (~ = Pl r: ( i ) ql TT I · (i·, r) . TT I {i+l, 
a i=O j=2 qj . j=« qj 
Hence by (2.7) we can use (2.10) and (2.11) to write 
I ! 
I 
w 
- 4 -
I 
~ 
(2 .12) P{csl~} = ½ E}[.~ I . (X, r)] + t [a;/ I . (X, r )l [ ~ I . (X+l, r)]], 
UJ=2 qJ a=:2 j=2 qJ ~ 1=a qJ 
where the random variable X has the negative binomial distribution with 
index r > 0, success parameter p1 and mean rq1/p1 (cf- 2.9 above). 
Similar calculations are used to find the expected number of observations 
E{NilR1 } on Ai under procedure R1 and the sum of these is the expected 
total number of observations. For fixed i, let 
(2.13) s.(m) = E{N.\T = m and the next trial is on A.} (j = 1, 2, ••• , k). J- 1.- -- J 
As in (2.2) we obtain the recursions 
(2.14) S.(m) = p.S.(m.., m...., ••• , m.-1, ••• , m.) + q.S. 1(m) + 6J.i · J - J J 1 c 1. 1t J J+ -
where 6ji = 1 for j = i and zero otherwise, and Sk+l = S 1 • The boundary 
conditions are 
(2.15) 
The desired result is obtained by finding 
(2.16) 1 k E f N • l R._ } = -k !: S . ( r ) • 
. ]. --i . J -J=l 
if m > 0 for a J j. 
a 
Using the generating functions as in (2.5), we define T. = T.(x) and 
1. 1. -
obtain 
(2.17) for j < i 
for j > i 
- 5 -
where D, defined as above, is expanded in (2.8). From (2.17) we obtain 
for j ~ i and j > i, respect.ively, 
1 00 [i-1 
s.(r) = - }:; I { a+ 1 , r ) TT I (a+l, r j [ rr I (a, r )] 
J - qi 0'=0 qi 13=j 413 y<j qy 
and ' 
(2.18) y>i 
1 ~ I (a+l,r) ~ Tr I (a+l, J [ j-1 J s.(r) - qi r) · TT I (a, r) J - a=O qi 13<i ~ Y=i+l qy 
· and 
J3~j 
·i.J 
I 
I 
~ 
I ! 
~I 
By (2.16) the average· of these k quantities (j= 1, 2, ••• , k) in (2.18) i..i 
is E(Ni\~} and the sum (i= 1, 2, ••• , k) of these k averages is the 
exact expected value E(NIR1 } of the total number of observations required 
by procedure ~· 
3. Approximations and the Determination of r for Procedure R1.!. 
Since the incomplete beta function is decreasing in the first argument 
and increasing in the second argument, we can get bounds on the P(csl~} in 
(2.12) with the same asymptotic value for r ~ 00 by replacing X by X +l 
or vice versa, obtaining 
(3.1) E [ ~ I (X+l, r)J < P{Cs IR1 } < E t~ I (x, r)J .. r . 2 q. r . 2 q. J= J J= J 
Let X (i = 1, 2, ••• , k) denote independent negative binomial chance 
pi 
variables with success parameter p. and coDD11on index r, so that in (3.l) 
1 
we have for large r 
- 6 -
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(3.2) P{cs\R }-P{X <X (j = 2, 3, ••• , k}} 
--i pl pj 
= p 
rq. 
X - _J 
pj pj 
Jrq/pj 
k 
-j TT 
-o:, j=2 
rql 
X --
> 
pl P1 
jrct;_lpl 
dt{x) 
k (xp. A.1 + Al. F ) 
= s= _TT t J J d~{x), 
-:0:, J=2 P1 A 
where t(x) is the standard normal distribution function. 
(j = 2, 3, ..• , k) 
For ·the first step in the minimization of (3.2) subject to the 
* conditions Alj ~ A (j = 2, 3, ••• , k), we note from (2.i2) that the 
exact PCS is strictly decreasing in each pj for j ~ 2 and hence we 
* set pj = p2 and Alj = A 
p > 0 in the form 
for j ~ 2. Then we can write (3.2) for 
(3. 3) Min P fcs 18:r) - Jo:, ,k-l (x JTC+ H) d~(x} = Ait-i (p, H) 
. -o:, . J 1-p 
where the last equality defines Aic_1(p, H), 
(3.4) H= /qlp~ + 42P~ 
Since H is the same as for k = 2 in [6], (3.3) also holds for k = 2. 
For the second part of the minimization we do ·not get an exact result for 
k ~ 3, only an approximate result. For this purpose we write the Pfcs(R1 } 
in (3.2) in the form 
- 7 -
\ 
(3.5) (j = 2, 3, ••• , k) ] 
·w 
' ' 
w 
where H and for k ~ 3 the correlation p between any two differences, i.J 
such as X - X and X - X p ' are both_given by P1 P2 
i 
P1 3 
an approximate minimum of (3.5) by minimizing H -in 
(at first) the fact that p is also varying. This 
as for ~ = 2 in equation (4.5) of [6], namely 
* 2 ~ 
(3.4). We obtain 
(3.5)' and disregarding 
gives the same result 
(3.6) 
=pk=3-2 
obtained.by maximizing the square of the denominator of H in (3.4); the 
details are given in [6]. Putting (3.6) in the expression for p in (3.4) 
gives 
(3.7) * · 1 3~ ~( *)2} P = 2 - 2 +Vt~ ; 
this indicates that for p = % we get a first approximation and that a 
correction term might be desirable. 
This type of situation where a result is exact £or k = 2 and is only 
approximately true for k ~ 3, the closeness of the approximation depending 
!ml' 
: I 
~ 
* ~ on how small 6 is, was also obtained in selecting the best ·of k binomial 
populat~ons with VT sampling in [4). 
For the correction term we expand the right side of (3.3) about p = % 
and use (3.6) and (3.7). For this purpose we let ~(x) denote the standard U 
normal density and use the 
Lemma: For k ~ 3, H fixed and positive p < 1 
(3.8) d (k-l)(k-2) cp(H) cp (H M ( p 1 / 1-p dp ¾-1 (p' H) = 2 .{T+p · ¾-3 ~+2p ' ~ 0(l+p )(1+2p) 
Proof: Differentiation under the integral sign gi~es for the left member M 
of (3.8) 
- 8 ... 
)-~ 
l : . 
u 
---
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-
-
-
-
ml 
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-
~ 
lal 
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... 
-
(3.9) M = ---,_...-_-_-_ Jco {x+lt[p) cp(x)cp xh + H ,k-2 x,Jp-+ H dx (k-1) . ( ) ( ~ 
2(1-p)j p(l-p) -co ~ J[::'p 
If we 'complete ~he square' and make the appropriate transformation 
y = (x +H,./p)IF-°P, then we obtain 
(3.10) M = (k-1) ~H) fco y ~k-2(y Jp+ H J[::'p) dt(y) • 
2J p ·-co 
Integrating-by-parts we obtain 
(3.11) M = {k-l~(k-2) rco ~(y) ~(y/r,+ ~) ~k-3(yJp+ ~) dy. 
~ 
-co 
If we 'complete the square' in (3.11) and make the appropriate transformation 
y + ~/(l+p) = z/J l+p, then we obtain ~e desired result on the right 
side of (3.8)~ 
If we set p = \ in the right side of (3.8) we obtain 
(3.12) (k-l){k-2) C!l(R) C11(H/./"3) J"" tk-3 ( ~ + A=). dt(x) 
J7," -co . /3/2 
where H = 6*,/_2_7_r_,/,_.8 and the integral in (3.12) is in the same form as in 
(3.3) with new values (H1, p1) given by 
(3.13) Hl = ff= 1::.* Jw P1_=l=¼ 
Using (3.7) our miniurum P{CS\8t_} * can now be written for small 6 as 
(3.14) (k-l)(k-2) ( H ) (1 H ) Min P{Csl~} -Aic-1(lz. H) + (p-1!,) ,-,,- C11(H)C11 J3 ¾-3 4· JT 
( lj H) _ 36 * (k-l){k-2) cp(H) cp( _!L) ¾-/¼, ~) 
-Aic-1 • 2 ,....,,... . .rs- I "' u 
- 9 -
where H = ~* J 27r/8 • We now get a first approximation for r by setting· 
(3.15) . Aic-l (lj, H) = i>* 
which can be done with existing tables (e.g. [2) or [3]), and then use the 
last expression in (3.14) to make minor corrections iri r. 
* If A= A(P) is the value of H that satisfies (3.15) then for smaii 
* 6 we have as in equation (4.7) of [6] 
(3.16) r -~ (~~2 27 * 
. ~ 
Thus the results for k ~ 3 are of, the same form as for k = 2. 
. . 
. * * For example, if we take k = 3, P = .90 and 6 = .10 we find, 
using [2] or [3] that the solution of (3.15) is· H ;;· 1.58. Setting 
H = 1.60 in (3.14) we obtain .9043 - .0035 = .9008 and for H = 1.59 
we obtain .9023 - .0036 = .8987, so that H = 1.60 is the closer value. 
I ' 
I I 
·w 
I 
..., 
i 
, I 
.... 
Then, using (3.16) with A= 1.60, we estimate r to be 75.85, so that ._. 
* * r = 76 is required to satisfy (1.1) ·for the given values of k, P and 6 • 
If we had used the uncorrected H = 1.58 in (3.16),_we would have obtained 
r = 740 
For the expected number of trials we use (2.18) and the fact that for· 
(3.17) I (a, r) = I (a+l, r) + (J+~-l)prqj ~ I (a+l, r)[l + o(l)]. q q J q 
Thus we can approximate S.{r) in (2.18) for all j and E(N. \L} by J - i -~ 
( 3 .18) E (N. I¾ } - .!.. ; j ~ I ( a+ 1, r ~ - S /!.) {j = 1 , 2 , • • • , k) , 
1 qi 0'=0 ~=1 q~ J 
where the infinite sum does not depend on i or j. ·Hence for r - = 
* (or 6 _. 0) we also have 
(3 .19) E (NI RI} - ( ~ _!) ; r ~ I ( a + 1, r ~-
i=l qi 0'=0 ~=l q~ j 
Using the second identity in (2.9), the infinite sum Z in (3.19) becomes 
- 10 -
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I i 
w 
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u 
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w 
I j..j 
1111111 
... 
'-' 
... 
... 
--
-
-
-
lal 
-
.. 
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-
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(3.20) r Z = P1 E j=O 
= . 1 . j-1 
(J+~-) qJ E [1-I {r, a+l)][l-I {r, a+l)] • 
J l a=O P2 P3 
Multiply~ng out the bracketed expressions, we use lemma 1 of [2] for the 
two middle terms and obtain 
(3~21) 
· rql r r 
z = - + - E {I (r+l, X)} - - E 1fI (r, x)} 
P1 P2 r P2 . P.1 r+ P2 
+ ..!... E {I (r+l, X)} - __!_ E l(I {r, x)} 
P3 r P3 P1 r+ P3 
X-1 
+ E.{ E I (r, a+l) I {r, a+1)1. 
r a=O P2 P3 
For p1 > pj (j = 2, 3, ••• , k) and r ~ = all the expectations in (3.21) 
tend to zero exponentially fast. In particular, we wish to drop .the last 
expectation in (3.21) which is bounded above by 
(3.22) 
rql rql rql 
E {XI (r, X+l) I (r, X+l)} - - I (r, -) I, (r, -) 
r P2 P3 . pl P2 pl P3 pl 
-Cr 
-C'r e ltr'I -Cr 2TTC11 r = v( e · ) 
1 P2 2 1 P3 2 
where O < C = -2 (1--) + 2 (1--) ; here the normal approximation and ql P1 41 P1 
the first term of the Feller-Laplace expansion of the normal tail were used 
in the second line of (3.22)0 Using the normal approximation as in equation 
( 4 .. 8) of· [6 ] , we obtain for large r 
(3.23) z - - + --- t -1:l - + --~ ' -1:l -rql r{pl-p2) ( !{) r(p1-P3) ( K) Pl P1P2 21 D2 ~1p3 31 D3 ' 
where 2 2 D. = qlp. + q.pl J J J 
and * * r = r(l:l, P, k) was determined after {3.15) 
so as to satisfy (1.1). * For small values of l:l we can take the first term 
alone in (3.23) as an estimate of z. * Hence for r _. = {or l:l ~ 0) we have 
- 11 -
from (3.19) 
(i;l :i) (3.24). E{N\~} rql --P1 
If we define the expected loss or risk E{LIR} under procedure R by 
k 
(3.25) E{LIR1 = L (pl-p.) E{N. IRJ 
. 1 l. l. l.= 
where pl= max P., then from (3.18) we have for r ~ = 
i l. 
(3.26) 
4. Procedure·~ and Comparisons with Procedure !r-
Let R~ denote the procedure that uses the same inverse-sampling 
termination rule as R1 together with the vector-at-a-time (VT) sampling 
rule. Ties are decided by randomization, i.e., we select one of the c 
contenders that reached r successes at the final stage using an 
independent experiment with probability 1/c for each. 
To obtain the P{csf~} we consider the event that on the mth 
stage (i.e., after m vectors of observations and not before) the best 
player A1 has his 
th 
r success (r ~ m) and each of the.remaining A. 
l. 
(i ~ 2) has at most r-1 successes. SuDDDing on m, we obtain 
(4.1) I , = m-1) r m-r k rr-l (m) j m-~ P(CS 8i} ~ Q = t (r-1 plql. IT .L j piqi 
m=r i=2 J=O 
= p~ ; (j+~-l)qf ~ [1 (j+l, r~ = E f ~ I (X+l, r)l 
j=O J i=2 qi ] r ~=2 qi 'J 
where Q is the contribution to the P{cslRj_} arising from randomization in 
- 12 -
1-1 
6-i 
I '. 
l..i 
! ! 
-.I 
' i 
1..1 
i i 
i 
~ 
the case of ties. Since each I -function in (4.1) is strictly increasing 
q . 
in q, we minimize the right side of (4.l) by setting pi= p2 (i = 3, 4, .•. , k); 
this does not prove that we have a minimum ·for the P{csl~J, although 
it is a. proof for the asymptotic (r - m) case. To prove that pi= p2 
' (i = 3~ 4, ••• , k) also yields a minimum of the P{cslll{J for small r, 
we write Q in the form 
(4.2) 
where, e.g., T1,2 is the probability that A1 and A2 (and only 
th these two) tie for first place by getting their r success on the same 
vector and before the others. Thus for the pair (1, a) with any a J 1 
(4 • .3) 
for the triple (1, a, a) with a J a arbitrary {but not equal to 1) 
(4.4) 
co 
T r- (j+r-1) j · [ .. · ( ) 1 c = Pl .~ J. ql rr I j,r · ,a,.., 0 0 ct 
k[ 7 I (j+l,r)l rr I (j+l,r)I, 4x j i=2 qi J J= x::a,.., "X 
11:a, 1Ja 
etc. Multiplying the differences in square brackets and using (4.2) to 
combine terms, we find that a typical term has h factors of the form 
I (j+l, r) and· k-1-h factors of the form I (j,r), where a runs 
qa . qa 
over a fixed set Sh of h values among (2,3, ••• , k) and a runs over 
the complementary set csh; let jh denote the set of size 
consisting of all such sets Sh of size h. The coefficient Wh of 
this typical term, starting from the right end of (4.2), is 
(4.5) hl h 1 h 1 hh 1 W = ( -1) (- - ( ) - + (-) - - • • • +( -1) ( ) -} h k 1 k-1 2 k-2 h k-h 
- 13 -
Hence we can write the exact value of 'the P(cslR'} in the form 
I 
·W 
(4.6) P(CS IR.i} = p~ _; (j+~-l)qf \;1 Wh I: ~TT 14 (j+l, r)] ~ 1T r4 (j ,r)]. i 1 J=O h=O She~ aeSh a SeCSh S ~ 
. . 
Since Wh > O, all terms in (4.6) are positive and it follows as 
above that we minimize P (cs I~} by setting pi = p2 ( i = 3, 4, ••. , k). 
This simplifies (4.6) considerably and a lower bound to ·the P{CS I~} · 
for pi~ p2 becomes 
(4.7) ~ · l . l k-1 h k-1-h Min P{cslR.i} = p~ .~ (J+;- )qf k E I (j+l, r) I (j,r) 
pi~2 J=O h=O 42 . 42 
( i= 3 , 4 ·, ••• , k) 
r CD j+r-1 j r'½(j,r) - I~(j+l,r~ 
= P1 E ( . )ql [ j=O J k I (j,r) - I (j+l,r1 
42 42 J 
The same minimization can also be applied in (2.12) for procedure 
~ and we clearly note that the result is exactly the _same as in (4. 7) 
above.: Hence, aft~r the first step of minimization, the P {CS} 
expressions for RI and ~ are exactly the same. It follows that 
the least favorable configuration is the same for ~ and Ri_ and 
that they require exactly the same value of r to satisfy (1.1). 
To obtain the expected total number of observations E[NIRiJ 
under procedure a;_, we use the fact that we have an expression F1 
like (4.6) with the extra factor km= k(j+r) if we select A1 and 
k-1 similar expressions Fi corresponding to the selection of 
Ai {i = 2, 3, ••• , k). Thus 
(4.8) F1 = kp~ _; (j+r)(j+~-l)qf k~l Wh I:. fTT 14 (j+l,r)l r TT 14 (j,r~ J=O h=O sh e.8h ~esh a J IP eCSh '3 J 
= kr Er+l E Wh !: rrr I (j+l~r] f TT I (j,r)l 
~
k-1 ] 
P1 h=O s~e{Laesh 4a J ~ecsh q~ J 
- 14 -
.... 
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where t\. is given by· (4.5) the Fi (i = 2, 3, ... , k) are obtained 
by interchanging p1 with pi {and q1 with qi), and 
k 
(4.9) 
To get an asymptotic approximation for (4.9) when pl> pi 
for i ~ 2, we first show that every Fi (i ~ 2) tends to zero as 
r _. co. tt_suffices to show that for q2 > q1 and r _. co 
(4.to) 1 o(-). 
r 
We interpret (4.10) as the probability that .Y ~ Y. where 
P1 P2 
Y = X /r and X 
pi pi I\ 
is the negative binomial with parameter pi 
and cOJDIIion index r; the expectation of and the y is q./p. pi ]. 1 
· · • I 2 o variance is q. rp. _. 
. l. l. 
(i = 1, 2) aS. r _. CIOe 
{r _; ex,) analysis we can replace Y by_ q2/p2 P2 
and this gives the middle expression in (4.lO)o 
1 
Thus for an asymptotic 
(or X by rq2/p2 ) P2 
Using a normal 
approximation to the binomial as in (3.22), we obtain for 6 = 
(4.11) 
For the non-zero term F1 in (4.9) we do a similar analysis and every 
I -function approaches 1 in expectation. Hence by (4.8) we obtain for q 
(4.12) E{N\~} - kr o 
Pi 
To obtain ·the total expected number-of observations from the non-best populations 
we replace· k in (4.12) by k-1. Using the expected loss defined in (3.25) 
we obtain for 6 > 0 
(4.13) E(LI~} = ½ r_ ~ F :1 Li=l J 
where the last expression holds for large r. 
I 
- 15 -
Since q1 < qi (i = 2, 3, ••• , k), we find by· comparing (3.24) 
and (4.12) that for large r the procedure R1 requires a uniformly 
smaller expected total number of trials when ~ > Oo In addition, 
for large r procedure ¾ has a uniformly smaller expe·cted loss 
whert ~ > o~ 
To approximate the value of r above which these results hold 
we now return to (3.17). A finer analysis of the application of (3·.17) 
to (2.18). ~hows that a constant (with respect to r) is obtained from 
the omitted term in (3.17) whenever y = 1 in (2.18). For any i, 
we find that y = 1 in exactly i - 1 of the equations in (2.18), 
namely for j = 2, 3, ••• , i in the first line of (2.18). Moreover, 
for each i the contribution to E(NIRI} is 1/kqi •. For y > 1 
we can use an argument similar to that in (4.11) to show that the 
omitted sums approach zero as r ~ ~. Hence we ~an replace (3.24) 
by the .finer-result 
(4.14) 1 k +- r k . 1 l.= 
and a similar result holds for E{LI~} 
(1;J + o(l), 
if we replace q. by 
. ]. 
q1/(p1-pi) for i ~ 2. For procedure ~·there are no corresponding 
non-zero terms omitted in (4.12) and (4.13). Hence we approximate the 
value of r above which the stated reslilt for E(N} holds by the 
solution in r of 
(4.15) 
For this has the solution 
which is the same as that obtained in (2) for k = 2. 
Similarly we: approximate the value of r above which the 
- 16 -
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stated result on E(L} holds by the solution in r of 
(4.17) rql k (pl-pi) 1 k (i-l)(pl-pi) r k - ~ -- +- E ----=- E (p.-p.)o 
pl . 1 q. 1 k 1.· 1 q. n. • 1 l 1 l.= l. = l. ·1 l.= 
For p2 = p3 = • • ·=pk this is the same equation as (4.15) and 
hence (4.16) again gives the required solution • 
5. The Case of k Equal Success-Parameters. 
Although a complete discussion of E{NJ requires consideration 
of the general case with exactly s success parameters equal in value to p1 
for 2 ~ s ~ k (s = 1 being already considered), we only consider 
the extreme case s = k, where all success parameters are equal. 
For completeness we obtain some exact expressions from (2.18) 
I 
and (4.9) but because of difficulties of' analysis we shall not use 
these to form asymptotic expressions. 
qk = q (say) · 
(5.1) 1 co E{NIRIJ = - ~ I (a+l, r) 
. q a=O q 
From {2~18) for ql = q2 =. 
~
Ik(a,r) - Ik(a+l ,r )l 
s . . Q 'I 
I (a ;r) -'i I,. (a+l, r) 
q 'i J 
• 0 = 
which can be shown to converge for O ~ q < 1. For q = 1 the value 
is infinite as it should be since when all the p. are zero (and only 
l. 
for this point) we never get r successes; hence with probability one 
the procedure ~ (as well as 1):) does not terminate for that one 
point. For k = 1 we note that (5.1) ,gives the correct result r/p 
and for .. k= 2 it agrees with (2.15) of [6].- Using the right side 
of (2.9) it is easily seen that 
(5.2) k co k ; E {NI RI} - - E I (a+ 1 , r) : , 
q a=O q · 
but for k ~ 2 this does not directly lead to a simple asymptotic 
- 17 -
(r - oo) expression. Similarly, from (4.8) and (4.9) for a connnon q 
we use 
(5.3) 
kFl to obtain J 
k . k( ) I (X, r) - I X+l, r kr q · _ 
E(NIRJ) =p Er+l {1:(x, r) - 1
4
(x+l, r) 
k2 
_£,E 
p. r+l {1:-1(x, r >] , 
but for k ~ 3 this does not give us a simple asymptotic (r - oo) 
expression. 
Starting with Rj, we use .the fact that the expectation of the 
minimum_ of k independent negative-pinomial (NB) chance variables, 
each with common success probability p and index r, is asymptotically 
(r - oo) equivalent to the 100/(k+l) percentile of the underlying 
negative binomial distribution. Thus the expec~ed total number of 
ob~ervations Xp from each of the pop~lations until any one of them 
reaches r successes is asympfotically (r .... oo) the solution in s of 
(5.4) 
s-r · 
I (r, s) = pr r: (j+:-l)qj = ...L 
p . j~ J ~1 
Since s and r will both be large, we use the normal approximation 
to the NB and reiplace (5.4) by 
(5.5) t, r · r j x-- s--:-p p p < p J--;;;:/p ,,;r'q/p -t(~) J rq 1 =w. 
Multiplying the solution of (5.5) by· k, we obtain a desired result 
(5.6) E{NIRiJ - ks = k (r - A F4) , p . 
where A= A(k) is the lOOk/((k+l) percen~ile of the standard normal 
distribution. For k = 1 we note that A= 0 and (506) is exact. 
- 18 -
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For the procedure RI we superimpose on the same data obtained a 
vector-at-a-time, the PWC procedure and note that the same 
population that terminated Ri {by reaching r successes first} will 
also terminate RI. This is because the number of failures from different 
populations can differ by at most me. Hence the asymptotic value of s for 
the winning population is the same and thus it also has sq failures. 
By PWC sampling, all the populations have sq failures and hence each 
: 
i 
of the k-1 non-winners have sp successes. Thus we again obtain 
(5.7) k -E{N(RI} - ks= p (r - A J rq) 
and it follows that when p is common the procedures RI. and Ri 
are asymptotically equivalent. 
We have not proved for each r that the maximum of E{NJ for 
fixed P1 occurs when all the pi. (i ~ 2) are equa1 to p1 , -but we 
note from (3.24) and (4.12) that this holds asymptotically (r - =) 
for both ¾ and Ri· 
For the expected loss criterion with a common p and any r, we 
find that E{L} = 0 f~r both procedures:. From (3.26) and (4.13) we 
note that the maximum for fixed p1 ·may occur when the p. (i ~ 2) . 1 
are equal, but not equal to p1~ In summary, the procedure Rz with 
PWC sampling is asymptotically (r - =) superior to Ri with VT 
sampling throughout the parameter space with respece to both E{NJ and 
E{L}. 
- 19 -
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Another procedure * RI 
APPENDIX 
that is comparable with RI and in 
some sense dual to it is defined by waiting until any one population 
has r failures (instead of r successes). Then that cycle is 
completed, so that under PWC sampling each population will have 
exactly r failures, and the populati'on with the larger number of 
successes is declared to be the best. In case of ties we randomize 
between all contenders for first place. Since· each population has 
exactly r failures at termination we can treat the populations 
separately and do not need the recursive-equation approach. lhe 
results are quite similar to those obtained above and it was therefore 
decided to include them here as an appendix. 
Let Y (i = 1, 2, •o•, k) denote the random total number of 
pi 
observations required to obtain r failures from the population 
with success parameter pi, where pl is the largest of the pi 
and the rest are defined by the same cycle (starting with the best 
player A) as is used by the PWC sampling rule. Then for a population 
with arbitrary p 
(Al) 
(A2) 
the mean 
P{Y = y] = qr(y-l)py-r 
P r-1 y = r, r+l, . . . , 
y-r-1 ·+ 1 . P{Y < y} = qr E (J :- )pJ = I (r, y-r) 
p j=O J q ,. 
E{Yp} = r/q and the variance 2 2 a (Y) = rp/q. p Hence the 
probability of a correct selection {CS) is given by 
(A3) * r 
00 
• +r-1 · k P{cstRI] - Q = q1 E (J . )pf rr I (r, j) j=O J a=2 4a 
where Q is the contribution that arises from randomization when there 
- i -
are ties for first place. If we let T12 denote the probability that the 
two populations .with parameters pl and p2 (and only these two) tie 
for first place, etc., then 
{A4) Q =½ (Tl,2+ Tl,3+ ••• + Tl,k} + ~ (Tl,2,3+ ••• + Tl,k-1,k) 
•'•. + 1 ·T 2 k 
+ k 1, , ... , 
where, for example, 
(A5). T1 2 = :q~ ; (j+rj-l)p{ [I (r, j+l) - I (r, j)] ; I. (r, j) 
' j =0 42 42 a=3 <Ia 
and T1 , 2 , 3. contains two such differences in square brackets, etc. 
wish to show that all negative signs, as in (A5), disappear. when we 
multiply out all the square brackets that arise. Consider any term 
that contains a fixed subset of h functions I (r, j+l) with 
~ 
We 
argument j+l. For any h(0 ~ h ~ k) and any subset of size h, the 
final coefficient: which we denot_e by ~ will be 
(A6) k-h-1 (-l)k-h-i-1 k-h-1) = Jl xk-1(.! - 1l-h-ldx = ~ ·k· ( i. X 
-1 . 0 
· i=0 
1 
k(k~ry . 
Hence, if we let 8ii denote any fixed subset of size h, CS ~ts 
• ~1 
complement, and Jh denote the ( h) possible subsets of size h, 
then we can write the exact P(csla;} as 
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(A7) P{csl~} m .• k-1 i ~ ~ i = q~ I: (j+rl)pf I: .J\ I: 1T I
0 
(r, j+l) 1T Iq (r, j) , 
· . j =0 h=0 8ii eJh ae: 8ii -a ~e: CSii ~ ~ 
-.ii - L 
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I * It innnediately follows that in the minimization subject to qi~ q1 + 6. 
we can set qi= q1 +a*= q (say) (i = 2, 3, ... , k) and obtain 
(AB) 
. ~ . c1§(r, j+l) - 1§(r, j)] 
* r (J+r-1) j __.!;L---~-~--:-~ Min P(csl~J = q1 .~ j P1 k[I~(r, j+l)- IA{r, j)] J=O ~ q 
The exact expected total sample size is easily seen to be 
(A9) * k 1 E(NIR1J = r ~ -! i=l qi 
* To evaluate r 
I . 
so as to satisfy (1.1) with R1 replaced by ~' 
we use the normal; approximation as in (3.2) and obtain 
(AlO) 
where 
(All) 
Min P{c~1a;1 - ri, ,k-l (xJp+ H) dil!(~) = Aic-1 (p, H) 
-co J 1-p 
H= 6.*lT 
A2A 2 
p:lq +pql 
I 
and 
plq2 
p = 2 2 
plq + ~ql 
These results are similar to those in (3.4), but p and q ·are 
intetchanged. '!be final minimization therefore leads to 
* (Al2) 2 A 41 = 3 ,- 2; 
I 
'* 2 A 42 = 43 = • • • = 4k = 3 + 2 ( = q). 
Putting this in the second expression in A(ll) gives 
(A13) 1 . ~,.* * 2 p = 2 + ~ + (J{(A ) } 
1 . * although_ p = 2 now ~ill provide a lower bound for small A, a 
correction term as in {3.14) is preferable. Using the leIImla in (3.8) 
we now obtain 
- iii -
(A14) 
-
* l 3/l * (k-1 )( k-2) ( \-,.( ..1!...) A_ {'l .JLT) 
Min P{CS\~} -Aic-1 (2, H) + 2 J6 cp HI'!' JT -K-3 4 'J6 
'lbe first ·approximation for r is the solution of 
(Al5) i\-1(!, H) = p* 
and if X = ~(p*) 1 is the table value of H that satisfies (A15), then 
(A16) r .._2 (\)2: 
· 27 I b. 
I 
is the first appr~ximation for r and the equation setting {A14) equal 
* . to P can be th~n used to make minor corrections in r as in Section 3. 
Hence E{NfR~J is given by {A9) with r replaced by the right 
side of (A16). Comparing with (3.24) we.find that procedure R1 . is 
preferred when 
(Al7) ql 1 -< 
pl 
or 
I 
1 
pl> 2 
and procedure * . 1 Rz 1s preferred when pl~ 2 
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